
 

 

 

NEW, IMPROVED!
Battery Operated Bronco We Call 

Combining speed and power with a
longer lasting battery charge, you
get arguably the fastest, most
efficient and cost-effective battery
operated floor removal machine on
the market today.

Check these features:

• Full Work Day Battery Service!
A new, more efficient motor uses less battery power for the same
horsepower to greatly extend run-time (1 shift +) without sacrificing
speed or removal rates.  Run even longer when operating in
hybrid/corded mode.

• Charges 50% Faster!
The OPTIMUM’s unique, new on-board charger delivers more power
from the same power source to charge batteries in half the time.

• Twice The Battery Life - Slashes Battery Costs!
Sooner or later, all battery-operated equipment requires battery
replacement.  With the new OPTIUM, it’s later...much later. In fact,
you’ll replace batteries only half as often as competitive strippers
thanks, in part, to our exclusive Battery Control System.  And the
OPTIMA’s on-board charger eliminates the need to remove batteries
for safer, faster charging.
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There’s
absolutely nothing

like it on the
market today!
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Patented Power Glide Articulated Suspension

It’s not new but it’s worth repeating the advantages of this unique

patented feature found on all Bronco machines.  The Power Glide

suspension keeps the rider, the blade and full weight of the machine

in full contact and level with the floor while the articulated rear end

rides over the debris.  This make for more effective removal and a far

more comfortable and safer drive.  Safer because the machine will

not become top heavy and tip over as other machines are prone to do.

Two Year Battery Warranty

Because our exclusive Battery Controller System extends the overall

life of the batteries, we’re able to offer a 2 year warranty (24 months

pro-rated, labor not included).

The OPTIMUM’s patented Power-Glide articulating suspension
keeps the blade completely flat to the floor while the drive wheel
segment rotates to follow the floor’s contours.

                                                                                Optimum Bronco

Length*                                                            56"
Width                                                                29"
Height*                                                            53"
Shipping wt.                                                2050#
Motor Specs.                                               48 volt
                                                                     DC motor
                                                                     3600 rpm
Blade Action                                           Fixed Blade
Blade Stroke                                           Fixed Blade
Warranty
Machine - Parts & Labor                             1 yr.
Batteries only - no labor - pro-rated      2 yr.

*  Values are approximiate and may change without  notice

Specifications
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Suspension
Cylinders
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